Growers love single-part nutrients because they are easy to use, are there any other advantages?

Yes, of course there are. The macro elements are locked together in large molecules in exactly the right ratio for plant growth. This technology makes the single part possible & it also ensures that the target NPK ratio is exactly right to the point that the plants take it up. This allows us to be far more precise than we can be with the old multi-part nutrients.

I thought multi-part nutrients were better than single-part nutrients? Why is IONIC® different?

Two & three-part nutrients are offered to prevent certain elements from being mixed together in a single bottle, which without the proper engineering, causes these nutrient components to “lock up”, becoming unusable by the plant. IONIC® Premium Plant Nutrients incorporate a unique single-part technology wherein the macro elements (NPK) are locked together in large molecules of exacting ratios designed specifically for plant growth. This innovative large molecule concept allows IONIC® to deliver specific elements such as calcium and magnesium, without the huge & unnecessary level of anions that are usually necessary in other single-part nutrients. This means a significantly higher percentage of the mineral ions in the nutrient solution are available for the plant, resulting in faster, more productive growth while the solution remains stable & balanced, resulting in fewer reservoir changes as well.

Why should I trust IONIC® Premium Plant Nutrients over other brands?

IONIC® Premium Plant Nutrients are blended to exacting standards with the purest ingredients in our state-of-the-art mixing facility, right here in the USA. Each & every batch of nutrients we blend is sampled, tested & certified for consistency & uniformity by an independent laboratory before a single ounce of IONIC® is placed in a bottle. IONIC® Premium Plant Nutrients have been faithfully manufactured to the same high standards since 1997, as growers around the globe continuously rely on IONIC® Premium Plant Nutrient’s efficiency, consistency, value & reputation.

Why is my pH so stable when I use IONIC®?

Again, this is a result of IONIC® unique manufacturing process, which creates large molecules that contain the primary macro elements. By bonding these elements together, they become partially buffered & far less reactive in terms of pH fluctuations. For many growers, pH stability is the key advantage that IONIC® offers without sacrificing yield or quality.